PHAL:ANGST from Vienna started as a jam
project of industrial duo PHAL and solo
ambient project ANGST in 2006.
Since then the group has played countless
liveshows, published 3 albums (plus one
remix album) and done most of the
soundtrack for Saila, a feature film by Julia Ostertag from Berlin.
The initial gluey, tempo reduced breakbeat doom of the first album
matured into industrial and postrock on the following ones.
The sound is inspired by Earth, Bohren & Der Club Of Gore, Neurosis,
Front 242, John Carpenter, David Lynch, Swans, Einsturzende Neubauten,
Kraftwerk, Godflesh and Isis.
Sinister visuals created using original material, found footage, cut & paste
and rearrange techniques turn liveshows into multimedia performances.
Discography:
- для однои руки (2007)
- Score/Soundtrack for "Saila" (The Wasteland Sessions, 2008)
- Shiver With Cold (2009)
- Black Country (2014) (recorded/mixed by Alexandr Vatagin, mastered
by Patrick Pulsinger)
- Black Country Revisited (2014) (feat. Electric Indigo, Chra, David Pfister,
uvm.)
In 2016 the band celebrated their 10 years jubilee and the start of a new
bassist.
The band is currently working on a new album which is to be published in
2018.
www.med-user.net/phalangst
https://soundcloud.com/phalangst
www.facebook.com/phalangst
www.youtube.com/bloodshed666records
www.phalangst.bandcamp.com
www.bloodshed666.net

Reviews
„Black Country closes with the industrial drama and dystopian presence of
Theta, a track which feels like an infestation bred from the union of
Kraftwerk, Einstürzende Neubauten, and Neurosis. It crawls across the
senses, leaving doom bred bait in its wake whilst igniting the imagination
with its creative smothering and fiery tenacity. The song is a fine end to a
great album, one which at times you wonder what specifically you are
enjoying about it but always by the end of its persuasion only want more.“
The Ringmaster (uk) about Black Country
“The more you listen the deeper you go with this as it takes hold. It
retains moments that are captivating and engaging and in other places it
repels, but on the whole it is without a doubt a very unusual and
interesting listen!”
Pagan Hel / Crimson Moon (uk) about Black Country
„The 15-minute epic that is opener ‘Hardwire’ would not sound out of
place on the soundtrack to one of the late Stanley Kubrick’s masterpieces:
it’s chilling, childlike female vocal laid over a nihilistic, ambient electropulse, in turn interspersed with oblique sampled voiceovers dealing with
the subjects of war and pornography, before the main male vocal takes
over with its darkly, repetitive chant.“
PlanetMosh about Black Country
For more reviews in various languages please check out our press quotes!

